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ABANDONING THE COMMON ENEMY DOCTRINE AND ADOPTING THE RULE OF REASONABLE USE: MORE PROBLEMATIC THAN HELPFUL


by JASON W. JOHNSON

The flow of surface water has presented problems throughout the history of American law. The rights of landowners in discharging unwanted water from land became entangled with the rights of other landowners not to be injured by the acts of their neighbors. The common enemy doctrine was the earliest common law doctrine adopted with respect to landowners’ rights in diverting the flow of surface water. The common enemy doctrine has since been supplanted in a number of jurisdictions by the civil law rule (also called the natural flow rule) and the rule of reasonable use. Even the common enemy doctrine itself has been modified in some jurisdictions to include some reasonableness standards. Until the present case was decided, Missouri followed a modified common enemy doctrine. That doctrine has now been abandoned, and replaced with the rule of reasonable use.

I. FACTS AND HOLDING

Heins Implement Co. and neighbors (Appellants) own or rent commercial and agricultural property near the Wakenda Creek river bottom. 2 At this location, Highway 65 runs north-south, and Route 10 runs east-west. 3 Before 1975, Wakenda Creek often flooded after heavy rains. 4 The water ran over Route 10 and gathered in a small artificial lake. 5 When this lake exceeded capacity, the water would run east over Appellants’ lands although it never reached their buildings, before crossing Highway 65 and rejoining the creek further downstream. 6

To build a bypass for Highway 65, Respondent, the Missouri Highway and Transportation Commission, (“MHTC”), condemned some of the property owned either by Appellants or their predecessors in title. 7 Mel Downs, chief design engineer for the project (and an employee of MHTC), designed a five-foot culvert under the bypass to handle normal drainage. 8 He testified that he did not know about the history of flooding in the area, but that he thought the culvert could handle normal rainfall drainage. 9 Downs admitted that the culvert was inadequate to drain the creek’s other normal overflows. 10 In July 1981, after the bypass was completed, a flood occurred and the raised road, when coupled with the inadequate drainage, acted as a dam. This caused flooding of a much greater degree of severity than before. 11 Many buildings had up to thirty inches of water in them, and the water remained for seven days. 12 Similar floods occurred at least five times over the next nine years. 13

Appellants filed suit in 1985 against MHTC, Mel Downs, Trager & Sons (the contractor), and Carroll County Recreation Club (the owner of the lake). 14 The trial court granted summary judgment, denying Appellants’ claims against the contractor, the engineer, and the Club; and on Appellants’ claims of negligence and nuisance against MHTC. 15 The negligence claim against Mel Downs was also rejected. 16 The counts alleging inverse condemnation against MHTC were tried before a jury. 17 The jury returned verdicts in favor of Appellants for damages of $298,175. 18 Appellants filed motions to increase the amount awarded or for a new
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trial on the issue of damages only." MHTC filed for judgment n.o.v., arguing that Appellants' action was barred by the original condemnation proceedings and the "common enemy doctrine." The trial court sustained MHTC's motion and entered judgment n.o.v. in its favor.

The Missouri Supreme Court, upon consideration, held: The common enemy doctrine no longer reflects the appropriate rule in situations involving surface water runoff, and the Court instead adopts the rule of reasonable use.

II. LEGAL BACKGROUND

The issue of landowners' rights in tempering the forces of nature is deeply rooted throughout the history of property law. One of the more confusing areas within this genre of law is that of the control of surface waters. In the State of Missouri, the common enemy doctrine has governed since 1874. The original doctrine, as established in Missouri in McCormick v. Kansas City, St. Joseph and Council Bluff R.R. Co., was as follows:

"In the case of surface water, which is regarded as a common enemy, [each owner] is at liberty to guard against it, or divert it from his premises, provided he exercises reasonable care and prudence in accomplishing that object...[T]he owner of the dominant...heritage 'must improve and use his lands in a reasonable way, and in so doing he may turn the course of, and protect his own land from, the surface water flowing thereon; and he will not be liable for any incidental injury occasioned to others by the changed course in which the water may naturally flow, and for its increase upon the land of others. Each proprietor...is left to protect his own lands against the common enemy of all.'"

Over time, Missouri courts applied the common enemy doctrine in different ways. Gradually, a series of exceptions developed as the courts attempted to deal with the harshness of this doctrine. As the many different opinions with the differing exceptions aggregated, reconciliation of the various precedents became impossible.

Before the instant case, the doctrine used in Missouri was actually a "modified" common enemy doctrine. This doctrine differed from the original common enemy doctrine in that there were many exceptions not previously in existence. For example, the dominant (upper) landowner could not use impoundment (i.e. a reservoir) or artificial ditching to discharge surface water in an accelerated volume onto a dominant tenement.

The lower tenement could use a levee or embankment to stop the flow of surface water. "Surface water" included overflow flooding from rivers and streams. A dominant landowner could, with immunity, alter the grade of his land so long as the surface water was not accelerated in volume onto the lower tenement via impoundment or artificial ditching. Lower land owners had considerable freedom in blocking the flow of water onto their lands; however they could not dam a natural drainway.

A landowner "may dam against surface water even though in doing so he cast it back upon his neighbor" — provided the landowner did not "gather it and discharge it at one place to the injury of an adjoining owner." Upper landowners may have had to use some degree of care when discharging surface water onto lower lands. A lower landowner needed no pure motive or good faith in blocking the water.

As is obvious, the various exceptions were confusing and difficult to apply. "This opacity of the law, or perhaps more appropriately 'muddying of surface water,' resulted from a failure to...discern that the common enemy doctrine applied solely to surface water in its natural diffused state, not after it was artificially collected and accelerated in volume." This opacity was evident in other jurisdictions as they dealt with the
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problem of diffuse surface water. In response, American courts have developed (in addition to the common enemy doctrine) two other approaches in dealing with problems involving diffuse surface water: The civil law rule (also called the natural flow rule), and the reasonable use rule.37

The common enemy doctrine remains in a few jurisdictions.38 The doctrine first appeared in Massachusetts39, and is based on "an exaggerated view of the notion of absolute ownership of land."40 The original formulation of the doctrine is as follows:

The right of a party to the free and unfettered control of his own land above, upon and beneath the surface cannot be interfered with or restrained by any considerations of injury to others which may be occasioned by the flow of mere surface water in consequence of the lawful appropriation of land by its owner to a particular use or mode of enjoyment.41

The doctrine "completely ignores the fact that invasion by an unwanted and destructive volume of water might otherwise have been viewed as a classic trespass."42 The practical consequence of adherence to this rule has been described as "a neighborhood contest between pipes and dikes from which "breach of the peace is often inevitable."43

The civil law rule44 "appears to be derived from the French and Spanish civil codes, which in turn have their roots in Roman law."45 It imposes liability for any interference with the natural surface drainage pattern that subsequently causes injury to another's land.46 Under this theory, a landowner whose property is elevated is not allowed to retain any water that would naturally drain out of it.47 A lower-elevated landowner "is obliged to accept the water that would naturally drain into it," and the land is functionally subject to an easement for the flow of surface water.48 Many courts rejected the civil law rule "out of concern that it would impede the development of land and thus would retard the march of progress (and development)."49 Courts also encountered an evidentiary problem as it was difficult to determine "what was the exact course of the 'natural flow' of the surface water before bulldozers arrived on the scene."50

Neither the civil law rule nor the common enemy doctrine has proved very functional. A prime example of this fact is that "courts applying these ostensibly opposite rules often reach similar results."51 Over time, "the two doctrines have been laboriously drifting towards confluence...and toward the third doctrine of water use,"52 — the "reasonable use doctrine."

The rule of reasonable use, first applied in New Hampshire,53 is not really a rule at all. There are no bright lines or guidelines. It does not afford any specific rights to landowners. Instead, the rule "leaves each case to be determined on its own facts, in accordance with general principles of fairness and common sense."54 As a consequence of the case-by-case application, precedent can be only of limited value. What may make sense under one set of circumstances may not in another set of seemingly similar circumstances.

An interesting aspect of the reasonable use doctrine is its dual nature. It is applied as both a tort (characterizing interference with the flow of surface water so as to inflict personal injury on another — "an invasion of one's use and enjoyment of land")55 and as a property law concept (a form of nuisance).56 Under either theory, the ideology is the same: "each possessor is legally privileged to make a reasonable use of his land, even though the flow of surface waters is altered thereby and causes some harm to others, (but is liable if the harm) is unreasonable."57 The reasonableness standard is a question of fact, determined in each case by a risk/utility analysis weighing the defendant's acts against
the plaintiff’s injuries.\textsuperscript{58} Today, most states have adopted the reasonable use rule, while some others have added a reasonableness requirement to their existing common enemy or civil rule approach.\textsuperscript{59} As mentioned above, a few courts still apply the common enemy doctrine or the civil law rule, or different rules for different situations.\textsuperscript{60}

### III. The Instant Decision

The Missouri Supreme Court decided in the present case to abandon the "modified" common enemy doctrine, and to adopt the reasonable use rule.\textsuperscript{61} "The common enemy doctrine, even as modified, has outlived its usefulness in our state."\textsuperscript{62} The Court stated that the "labyrinth of exceptions are unduly complicated and confusing and threaten arbitrary and unjust results."\textsuperscript{63} The Court believed that the rule of reasonable use is most likely to promote the optimum development and enjoyment of land, and that the rule will ensure the equitable distribution of costs, while maintaining enough flexibility to apply to different factual situations so man-
date.\textsuperscript{64}

The Court noted that this standard of reasonableness harmonizes with tenets of Missouri law already in existence.\textsuperscript{65} For example, reasonable use concepts already govern the rights of users of Missouri watercourses, subterranean streams, and subterranean percolating waters.\textsuperscript{66} In the instant case, MHTC had the power to exercise eminent domain in building the Highway 65 bypass (via § 227.120 RSMo 1986).\textsuperscript{67} The Court cited Haferkamp v. City of Rock Hill\textsuperscript{68} in deciding whether such "taking," as allowed under the eminent domain statute, applies in situations where the common enemy doctrine is invoked.\textsuperscript{69} "If defendants' acts in disposing of the surface water were within the permitted limits, there could be no taking or damaging of plaintiffs' property within the meaning of Art. I, § 26, Constitution of Missouri 1945."\textsuperscript{70} The Court concluded, therefore, that even if there were measurable damages to plaintiffs' property due to the defendant diverting the flow of excess surface water, there can be no recovery if the defendant was legally allowed to do so. The Court extended this idea to the reasonable use rule (substituted for the common enemy doctrine).\textsuperscript{71} "Accordingly, we hold that when, as a result of a public works project, private property is damaged by an unreasonable diversion of surface waters, whether by design or by mistake, the owner may bring an action for inverse condemnation."\textsuperscript{72} The extent and regularity of the flooding caused by the bypass, combined with MHTC's negligence in installing inadequate drainage, "would be sufficient to allow a jury to find an unreasonable use (and therefore inverse condemnation)."\textsuperscript{73} The Court then remanded the case to the trial court, because the original jury instructions were unavailable.\textsuperscript{74} The Court stated that if the original instructions are consistent with the principles of an inverse condemnation claim, judgment for the plaintiff should be entered;\textsuperscript{75} if not, a new trial should be awarded.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{58} See generally Pendergast v. Aiken, 236 S.E.2d 787, 797 (N.C. 1977).
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**IV. Comment**

The Court, in abandoning the common enemy doctrine and adopting the rule of reasonable use, has seemingly done the prudent [if not the inevitable] thing. A large plurality of states have either adopted the rule or the functional facsimile of the rule.\(^7\)

The reasonable use rule promotes cooperation between neighboring landowners. Landowners now have more incentive to work together to find a common solution to the common enemy of surplus ground water runoff. This differs from the common enemy doctrine, which was extremely adversarial in nature. Landowners could do whatever it took to divert the flow of excess water from their lands, regardless of what effect the diversion had on their neighboring landowner. This new cooperation has beneficial side effects as well. Municipalities will now have to structure their drainage systems so as not to pose an unreasonable risk to landowners. This fact will lead to better flood and drainage planning. Furthermore, instilling culpability will lessen damages to private and public property, thus protecting property values.

Another benefit of the rule of reasonable use is its flexibility and applicability in different situations. The consequences of adherence to the reasonable use rule are not as rigid or occasionally harsh as the common enemy doctrine. As the name suggests, there is room for reasonableness.

There are, however, some problems with the rule of reasonable use not addressed by the Court. There is an element of unpredictability with the rule because of the limited value of precedent and its case-by-case nature. There is also the problem of retroactivity. Will the rule apply to pre-Heins cases? Will there be some type of "grandfather" exception—perhaps to drainage projects that began X number of years before the Heins decision? And what about litigation pending at the time of this decision?

Another potential problem is the fact that flood waters are treated as surface water for purposes of this rule.\(^7\) This means that, after flooding, new or rebuilt levees cannot unreasonably divert water onto adjacent land. Neither can they effectively dam the floodwater so as to cause "pooling" upstream onto other land. There is a potential for a flood of litigation. Finally, what is the nature of the remedies available, and in what situations do they apply? While none of these questions are addressed by Heins, they are discussed below:

- The unpredictability of the rule of reasonable use could be problematic. Precedent is of limited value, because what is reasonable in one county in Missouri may not be reasonable in another. For example, jurors from a predominantly rural county might have a different definition of reasonable treatment of surface water than a jury from an urban area, even if the facts in each situation were nearly identical. This would lead to forum shopping within the state court system, depending upon residency of the parties. While this discrepancy between rural and urban juries is certainly not new, the effects on property in different areas could be substantial. The perception of what land ownership means may be much different in an area where one cannot see his neighbors, as opposed to an area where apartment buildings thrive. Certainly the opinions of the respective juries will reflect their social attitude.

Inconsistent results could also occur in the same area; just at different times. In a time of serious flooding, one type of activity may be reasonable; however, when weather situations are normal, the same activity may be unreasonable. This discrepancy may be what the Supreme Court intended when it lauded the "flexibility" of the rule: "The greatest virtue of the reasonable use standard is its ability to adapt to any set of circumstances while remaining firmly focused on the equities of the situation."\(^7\)

While in theory this rule sounds good, there could be problems in practice. At least one court has expressly declined to extend the rule of reasonable use to underground percolating waters (specifically, private wells).\(^8\) Instead, the court kept the absolute ownership right of the common enemy doctrine.\(^1\)

The policy considerations were "because the existence, origin, and movement . . . of such waters are so secret, occult, and concealed that an attempt to administer any set of legal rules (to them) would be . . . practically impossible."\(^8\) While this policy may not apply in Missouri, it may be illustrative of potential problems of determining the reasonableness and difficulty of dealing with different types of drainage water—especially subterranean water. For example, Judge Price's critique of the common enemy doctrine, —"invasion by an unwanted and destructive volume of surface water might...(be) viewed as a classic trespass." — is interesting in that "trespass" usually involves something within one's control that encroaches onto another's land. Judge Price extends this theory to a natural condition (the existence of surface water). A landowner raising the elevation of one side of his land to prevent water from running onto his land could be liable for trespass if the amount of water is unwanted and destructive. This would be true even if the water was never in the offending landowner's control. How-

---

79 Heins, 859 S.W.2d at 690.
81 Id.
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ever, this act seems analogous to a landowner putting up a privacy fence to keep deer out of his yard. Is he guilty of a trespass if the deer go around his fence into an adjacent landowner’s yard, doing damage to that landowner’s garden? Surely not. The same logic should apply to surface water cases.

- The problem of the retroactive application of the rule of reasonable use is not considered in Heins. It is unknown if the Court intended retroactive as well as prospective application of the rule. However, the Missouri Court of Appeals (Western District) offered its opinion on the issue after the Heins case. In Campbell v. Anderson,84 the court said “[a] time of trial, the common enemy doctrine was (the rule)...the subsequent change in the law creates an issue...(of) whether Heins should be applied retroactively.”85 The court went on to quote Sumners v. Sumners, in which the Missouri Supreme Court stated:

> It is in the general true that the province of an appellate court is only to inquire whether a judgment rendered was erroneous or not. But if, subsequent to the judgment, and before the decision of the appellate court, a law intervenes and positively changes the rule which governs, the law must be obeyed, or its obligation denied.86

The Sumners court then stated “[a] decision overruling a prior rule of substantive law should generally be applied retroactively,”86 and developed a three-pronged test in determining whether an overruling decision by the Missouri Supreme Court should be given prospective effect only:

1) the decision must establish a new principle of law by overruling clear past precedent; 2) the court must evaluate whether retroactive application will enhance or retard the purpose and effect of the newly announced rule; and 3) the court must balance the interests of those affected by the change in the law, determine the degree to which the parties may have relied upon the previous rule, and weigh the hardship the parties might suffer from retroactive application of the new rule against the hardship to the parties denied the benefit of the new rule.87

Do these quotes mean that all Missouri courts should apply the rule retroactively? The Sumners court seems to indicate that the reasonable use rule should be applied only cases in which litigation was pending at the time of Heins (hence the appellate court distinction). In Campbell, the court mandated that the litigants should be given a new trial in order to apply the new law.

What should occur in a case filed after Heins involving a pre-Heins surface water issue?88 The Campbell court deals with this issue somewhat by classifying the surface water issue as a type of nuisance.89 It then further subdivides the nuisance into “permanent” or “temporary.”90 “A permanent nuisance must result from a permanent construction which is necessarily injurious as installed not from one which becomes injurious through its use. The distinguishing feature between a permanent and temporary nuisance is the ‘atability’ of the nuisance.”91 Once the nature of the nuisance is determined, the applicable statute of limitations begins to toll after the last injurious event. “The action is barred if it was not filed (within the time prescribed by the statute of limitations) from the last successive invasion of interest.”92 Consequently it seems that if a surface water case may be brought under the statute of limitations, the Summers test would be used to see if the rule of reasonable use would supplant the common enemy doctrine. This should occur on a case-by-case basis, and should apply to all courts — not just on the appellate level. (Note: other jurisdictions have made the reasonable use rule retroactive to cases still pending at the time of their decision to implement the reasonable use rule.)93

- The third problem revolves around the classification of flood water as under the domain of the reasonable use rule. In light of the recent flooding, new or rebuilt levees will have to be installed so as not to unreasonably subject neighboring land to the risk of damage. Also, if the rule is retroactive, this could impute a huge amount of liability on the state or municipality that owns the levee system. Such liability would, of course, be contingent on the jury’s finding of the unreasonableness of the levee structure. Under the common enemy doctrine, no such liability would be found. Different standards of reasonableness may have to apply to different structures.
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as well. For example, Bagnell Dam is a permanent structure, built when the state applied the common enemy doctrine. It should not be subject to the same reasonableness standard as temporary diversions of surface water, which are easily rebuilt to conform to the new rule. This would require, however, a balancing of the statute of limitations and the requirements of the *Sumner* test. It may also require an age exception ("grandfather" clause).

An example of this type of "grandfathering" problem occurred in *Campbell*. The re-channeling project was almost seven years old when the case was filed, and fifteen years old by the time a judgment was rendered.94 While the court found the re-channeling to be temporary, the fact is that the owner, benefitting from his re-channeling, had invested a lot of time and money. His investment came when Missouri followed the common enemy doctrine. While the court concluded that the owner had in no way relied on the common enemy doctrine when he rechanneled the creek,95 this is illustrative of the difficulty of applying the rule of reasonable use in some cases. This is also demonstrative of the delicate manner in which courts may have to apply the *Sumner* test. Also, since the *Campbell* court ordered a new trial,96 the issue is not resolved in an efficient manner. That case dragged on for several years. Such delay is probably not what the Missouri Supreme Court contemplated in these cases.

In the design of levees, municipal drainage systems, bridges, roads, and even residential grading, the *Campbell* decision would require that such projects be done so as not to unreasonably expose neighboring land to the risk of excess drainage. This may result in skyrocketing costs. Under the old rule, each landowner was to fend for themselves. Now, extra steps will have to be taken to ensure that no unreasonable damage could occur. This rule may be appropriate when applied to government projects, which are presumably for the good of the citizenry. However, if this theory is strictly applied to private landowners, it would be contrary to the autonomy of land ownership. The reasonable use standard should be modified in private landowner cases to strike a fair compromise between a landowner fending for himself/herself and taking care of everyone else.

• The last problem deals with the relief available. Should the relief be prospective (i.e. injunctive relief) or retroactive (i.e. compensation for damages)? In cases involving conditions created after *Heins*, any damages obviously should be compensated fully as per the relief requested. Common sense indicates that for any cases involving a pre-*Heins* condition, however, the only relief that can be granted is some type of injunctive relief.

It would be inherently unfair to assess monetary damages on a landowner who had created a condition while the common enemy doctrine was in force, even if the landowner had not consciously contemplated the doctrine in designing the condition. Injunctive relief in such a situation is fair, as it affords the offending landowner a chance to correct the condition pursuant to the newly-adopted rule without financially penalizing the plaintiff. This also gives a plaintiff some reward without enriching them unreasonably, and stops the offending condition under the newly-adopted standard.

V. CONCLUSION

While the decision in *Heins* finally unifies the State's treatment of excess surface water and flood drainage, there are still problems that need to be addressed by the Missouri Supreme Court. Resolution of these problems will effectuate a smooth and fair transition from the common enemy doctrine to the rule of reasonable use.

94 *Campbell*, 866 S.W.2d at 139-141.
95 *Id.* at 144.
96 *Id.* at 145.